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Abstract 
Multimodal emotion recognition is a challenging topic that aims at determining the affective state of a subject by combining 
audio-visual and physiological signals acquired in a naturalistic environment. This procedure can be used to monitor the 
emotional state of a subject affected by mental disorder or under medical treatment. Common attempts principally learn a unique 
complex machine learning system on descriptors collected from different subjects. The novel paradigm of single-subject 
multimodal regression model (SSMRM) that we propose in this study is embedded in a averaging-based merging strategy that 
aggregates the responses provided by each model during the test of a new subject. This new approach presents a flexible 
architecture able to continuously embed new models without global re-training. 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the organizing committee of EUROSENSORS 2015. 
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1. Introduction 
Emotions have deep impacts in human perception, but also in everyday learning and decision-making strategies. 
Despite the fact that cognitive processes used to encode affective information during social interactions are 
relatively complex, humans can easily manage to decode such information in real time from multimodal cues. On 
the contrary, the effort required to computer-based systems for a reliable and autonomous understanding of emotion 
is still challenging, above all for multimodal emotion recognition. 
Nowadays, clinical applications exploit the benefits of pervasive computational systems to complement standard 
medical practices, through on-line monitoring of patient’s emotions, such as arousal (degree of stimulation) or 
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valence (degree of pleasantness) [1].  Humans can express their emotional state through the combination of three 
modalities: acoustic, visual and physiological. Unfortunately each modality has its own intrinsic relationship with 
the emotional content so that feature selection is crucial to identify the most relevant descriptors of a given 
emotional display [2,3]. To this regards,  in this paper, we propose a new tightly coupled multisensory data fusion, 
as an extension of our previously developed emotion recognition system in a context-dependent fashion [4]. 
2. Methods and Results 
The system is based on the extraction of a set of 284 multimodal features computed on 10 different subjects from 
the RECOLA database [5], a new multimodal corpus of spontaneous affective interactions in French. The feature set 
includes 160 acoustic descriptors [6], 40 facial descriptors [7,8], 54 descriptors of the electrocardiogram (ECG) and 
60 descriptors of the electro-dermal activity (EDA) [9,10]. As shown in Fig. 1, each single-subject multimodal 
regression model (SSMRM) is trained and optimized on the multimodal sensor data continuously annotated by 
experts in terms of arousal and valence dimension. 
 
 
Figure 1: The overall architecture of the proposed multimodal cooperative sensorial system. Modalities can be in turn removed for implementing 
the seven outlined case studies. 
During the test phase (blue arrows), each SSMRM is applied on the multimodal features computed for the new 
subject and the different responses are averaged to provide a unique estimation of his/her emotional state. 
Performance evaluation is carried out in a leave-one-speaker-out (LOSO) cross-validation procedure.  
Considering the four-dimensional multimodal framework, we compare the results obtained in seven different 
case studies. The first three cases are used to demonstrate the benefits of a multimodal prediction, whereas the 
remaining four cases are used to compare the model with a single modal prediction based on each of the four 
modalities. Performance are evaluated with the Pearson’s Correlation Coefficient (CC) between the prediction and 
the time-continuous rating of arousal or valence provided by six observers, and are reported in Fig. 2.  
It is worth to mention that in these applications, a CC around 0.4 for valence may be considered as a positive 
result. [9]. Noticeable is that the addition of video cue improves the overall results obtained using audio, especially 
in valence dimension. 
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Since performance vary over different subjects, occasionally also ECG and EDA cues introduce improvement. 
Figure 3 reports an example of arousal prediction. 
Figure 2: Box-plot of the correlation coefficient between the prediction and the gold standard; arousal (up) and valence (bottom) for multimodal 
and monomodal configurations, A: audio, E: ECG, D: EDA, V: video, as well as the following combinations: A/E/D/V, A/V, and A/E/V. 
Figure 3 reports an example of arousal prediction. The multimodal scenario presents an accurate linear and time 
continuous emotion prediction using the fusion of the three modalities (audio, ECG, and video) (A/E/V). The 
modularity of the system and the merging strategy of multiple individually trained predictions is able to ensure a 
high flexibility of the architecture: as an example additional single models may be added without global re-training 
making it feasible to continuously monitor the affective state of a patient, as adjuvant practice to therapies.  
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Figure 3: Example of predicted arousal using the best combination of modalities: audio, electrocardiogram and video (A/E/V).  
3. Conclusion 
In this work, continuous monitoring of emotions by a multimodal cooperative sensor system is presented and 
applied to the naturalistic emotional database RECOLA. Ten independently trained SSMRMs were learnt from 284 
heterogeneous descriptors extracted from four different modalities (AUDIO, EDA, ECG; and VIDEO). Then, during 
the test of a new speaker, the predictions provided by applying each single SSMRM are averaged to provide a 
unique estimation of the unknown emotional state of the subject. Combinations of the four different modalities have 
been compared with the four single modality systems to demonstrate the effectiveness of the multimodal approach. 
Results show that the technique is promising for diversified scenarios: first, he proposed architecture is perfectly 
suitable for mobile applications, thanks to the easiness and the flexibility to develop single models separately trained 
on distinct sequences with different emotional contents. Also, web-based applications could offer the possibility to 
everyone to upload to the cloud his/her speech sequence along with the corresponding annotation. Remote care 
assistance and patient-centered applications may benefit of such kind of auxiliary examination of the disease.    
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